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Exercise 13

Lecturer: Mohsen Ghaffari Teaching Assistant: Vaclav Rozhon

1 Warmup: Hungry Cow again

Recall the Hungry Cow problem from the previous session. Prove that any deterministic algo-
rithm for the problem gives approximation guarantee at least 3 and any randomized algorithm
for the problem has approximation guarantee at least 2.

2 Online Bipartite Matching [Recommended]

In the Online Bipartite Matching problem, we are given one side U of a bipartite graph G =
(U ∪V,E) and the vertices of the other side V of the bipartition arrive in an online fashion, one
by one. Each time a vertex arrives, it arrives together with all its incident edges and we have
to decide immediately and irrevocably which of its incident edges we select into the matching
or whether we do not select any of the incident edges.

(A) Determine the competitive ratio of deterministic online bipartite matching, i.e., prove
tight upper and lower bounds.

Hint:

Trytoplaywithapathwiththreeedges.Also,thesizeofanymaximalmatchingisat
leasthalfofthesizeofthemaximummatching.

(B) Adapt your lower bound construction so that it gives a (weaker) lower bound for random-
ized algorithms with an oblivious adversary, too.

B+: Can you find a construction that yields at least a slightly better lower bound?

Hint:

UseYao’sprincipleandapathwiththreeedges.Todobetter,trytofindagraphwith
threeverticesontheleftandthreeverticesontheright.

3 Lower Bound for the k-Server Problem on the Line [Recom-
mended]

Argue that every deterministic online algorithm for the k-server problem on the line has com-
petitive ratio at least k.

Hint 1:

Whatisthesmallestgraph(thatisapath)onwhichyoucanhopetobuildsufficientlybad
sequencesofrequests?

Hint 2:

Forthenaturalinputsequenceofalwayschoosingthenextrequesttobethe(only)vertexin
yourpaththatdoesnothostaserver:Howofteniseachedgeofyourpathtraversed?(On
average?)Howcouldoneusethis?
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Hint 3:

CanyouobtainanupperboundonthecostincurredbyOPTbyfindingagoodofflinealgorithm
thatmovesonlyoneserver(afterallotherserversaremovedwheretheyshouldbe)?Depending
ontherequestsequence,whichserverwouldyouchoosetobethemovingserver?

4 Hiring Professors

Due to the increasing demand for a special course on online algorithms, ETH decides to hire a
new professor covering this topic. As expected, the candidates arrive in an online fashion, one
after the other, and whenever a candidate arrives, the hiring committee decides immediately
and irrevocably whether the candidate is hired. The only information the hiring committee
determines about an arriving candidate is whether the candidate is better than all previous
candidates, or not. After all, ETH only wants to hire the very best. For the same reason, ETH
also hires at most one of the candidates.

The number of candidates is n and known in advance. Show that any randomized online
algorithm hires the best candidate with a probability of at most 1/n (on the worst-case sequence
of candidates for the respective algorithm).

Hint 1:

UseYao’sPrinciple!

Hint 2:

Itmightbeusefultoonlyconsiderinputsequenceswhere,untilthebestcandidate(whichmay
notbethelast)isreached,thequalityofcandidatesincreasesmonotonically.
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